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Uniform

Swimming Gala

Please could I remind you of the importance of

Well done to all our children that took part in the

children wearing the correct school uniform. For

Swimming Gala yesterday. It was a very nerve

insurance purposes, outside of their PE lessons,

racking experience for many of our team who had

children should not be wearing trainers in school.

never been to a gala before. There were some very

We have also seen some ‘interesting’ variations on
the school uniform recently, such as jeans. Wearing
the correct uniform makes a real impact on a child’s
experience of school and how they apply themselves

close finishes in the 25 meter races. Our children
put 100% effort in to all that they did and showed
real determination and resilience as they put
themselves into situations out of their comfort zone.

to their learning. The uniform consists of a navy
skirt or trousers and the Tregolls polo shirt and
jumper. If you have any difficulties obtaining these,
please come and speak to the office.

Primary Dance Showcase
Tamar Class have been busy working with a
professional choreographer to create their own
WW2 inspired dance. It is already looking great!
They will be performing at the Hall for Cornwall on

Project Launch

Tuesday 30th January. Tickets are available from

Wow! Project launches taking place in every class

the theatre. If you pre-ordered from the school,
please collect yours from the office.

Lateness
Registration takes place at 8.50am every morning.
Children arriving after this time are considered late.
Attendance is monitored by our Education Welfare

across the whole school and we have all been
amazed with the effort that you have put in. A big
thank you to parents for your support with
costumes and props that have really helped to kickstart this term’s learning. From mad inventors to
fairy tale characters, we really appreciate it!

Officer and she is concerned that too many children
are arriving at school way beyond registration.
The mornings are crucial for learning; Read Write
Inc, phonics, and ‘take up time’ all take place at the
start of the day and missing these activities by
arriving late, can be detrimental to learning and
cause a lack of focus.

Healthy School Award

Penair—Sports Events

A big thank you to Mrs Hatch for her hard work in

Penair School are kindly asking all the primary
schools to tell parents that unfortunately, if
their child is taking part in a sporting event
there during the day, parents will not be able
to go and spectate. This is part of their
safeguarding policy as parents will not have
DBS checks. Thank you for your cooperation.
We will keep you updated on sporting successes!

gaining Tregolls a ‘Healthy School Award’. To
qualify for this award, the school decided to
focus on the area of online safety. We set out
to make every child in school aware and
equipped to be able keep themselves safe and
know how to behave online. We are confident
that pupils now have a clear understanding of
how to keep safe and we will ensure this
continues over time.

